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THE EDITOR’S PAGE 
 

A newsletter produced towards the end of a year inevitably contains 

much that is retrospective but that is perhaps the point.  For many of our 

members, the Newsletter is the primary point of contact with the 

Association, with only the Annual Report in April providing an attempt 

to gather together all the Association does in the course of the year.  We 

try nowadays to put up to date information on the website but are 

conscious that not everyone has access to this.  So the Newsletter is our 

main link with many of you. 
 

This issue gives glimpses into some of the things that have engaged at 

least a few of us during the summer months and two, in particular, have 

involved our links within the wider community of National Park 

Societies.  Our officers and committees though, in consultation with 

others, have been concerned with a number of matters to do with the 

well-being of the Forest in the future.  Not least amongst these is how 

we educate those who seek to use the Forest for recreation, in whatever 

form, to do so in a manner that does not damage either the already 
jeopardised ecology of the area or the tranquillity it offers.  With the 

Government’s response to the Report of the Independent Panel on 

Forestry now pending, I hope that we shall be able to include items on 

some of these concerns in next year’s issues. 
 

This issue also looks ahead to the coming year.   The programme of 

walks and outings offers wide interest, not least that to the Eyre Coote 

memorial at Rockbourne.  This is a remarkable monument in an 

unexpected location recalling two significant figures in our Empire-

building past who like so many others were of Irish origin.  Spaces on 

this visit which holds a special surprise are strictly limited.  Full details 

will be in the spring issue.  But in advance, our thanks to Emma Blake 

and the group of Council members who have drawn up the programme.  

Now all we need is a year with decent weather in March, April, May, 

June, July, August, September, October and November!  Who can 

arrange that for us, I wonder?  

Graham Long 
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PLANNED EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES IN 2013 
 

A small group of Council members recently got their heads together in 

an effort to work out a programme of events and activities for next 

year.  Starting in spring, we have come up with the following: 
 

March    Burley walk with Dionis McNair. Taking in the recently 

uncovered seep well, site of the Burley Maypole, and a WWI 

firing range. 
 

April      The NFA AGM to include NFA “Question Time”. Running 

along similar lines to the television show with questions 

submitted in advance, chaired by a member of the NFA 

Council and with a panel of invited experts from the NPA, 

Natural England, Forestry Commission, National Trust, and 

any other bodies our members would like to grill! 

If you have a burning question you would like to put to the 

panel, or a professional or expert you would like us to invite, 

please email Council Member Emma Blake at the address 

given on the following page. 
 

May       Walk and talk on Commoning with Councillor and CDA 

Committee Member Ann Sevier. Ann has asked us to let 

people know that she can accommodate up to 4 people in her 

car, so even if you’re unable to walk distances, you can still 

come along if you book well in advance. She says: “I am a 

13th generation Commoner – I turn cattle and ponies out on 

the open Forest, and manage my farm in a traditional 

manner - no spraying! One field on the walk has 118 

recorded plant species. So you need to wear your wellies - 

and bring your plant book!!” 
 

July       Visit to the Eyre Coote Monument with Graham Baker. 
                  (See background article on page 13) 
 

October  Annual NFA Barbecue at Anderwood. 
 

We’re hoping to firm up more events in June (New Forest Archive 

Film Evening or Butterfly Walk), August (Family event with Forest 

Learning activities), September (New Forest Archive Film Evening 

or visit to see the frescoes at Trafalgar House, with lunch at The Horse 
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and Groom, Downton), and November (a visit to Needs Ore Point, 

Beaulieu).  
 

We hope you’ll want to support as many of these events as you can. 

Dates and further information will be posted on our website and 

Facebook page, with an update in the next newsletter. 
 

Meanwhile, if you would like to submit a question and/or suggest a 

panel member for NFA Question Time, wish to register interest in 

attending any of the above, have any comments on the proposed 

activities, or if there is anything else you would like to see on the list, 

please let us know.  We look forward to hearing from you. 
 

email:  emma.blake@virgin.net                                                                                                                                           Emma Blake                 
 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  

MOSAIC CELEBRATION AT WESTMINSTER 
 

In May, chairman Peter Roberts was among a number who celebrated 

the successful completion of the Mosaic Project at a reception held in 

the House of Commons. Clive Betts M.P., chairman of the 

Communities and Local Committee, hosted the reception and thanked 

the various organisations that had 

made the project such a success. 

Its task, to encourage sustainable 

links between ethnic communities 

and the National Parks, has been 

largely achieved. 10% of the 

population is of ethnic origin but 

only 1% visit National Parks. It 

will however require continued 

efforts to ensure that 'ownership' 

of an area many of us  take  for  

granted  is  spread as widely as 

possible. 
 

Individuals, including many of 
the new 'champions', and groups 

 

Peter Roberts with Southampton area  
Mosaic champions Dimple Sutaria, Ranjan 

Patel, Shobhna Philips and Arzoo Dalil. 

mailto:emma.blake@virgin.net
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from all over the country attended, alongside CNP staff and 

representatives from National Parks who assisted the project. The event 

took place amidst high security on the day before the State Opening of 

Parliament. It was hosted at lunch time and a variety of delightful but 

insubstantial snacks were provided, making many concerned for the 

health of busy parliamentarians.  
 

Yvonne Witter, who is the Community Champion for the Peak District 

National Park, was short listed for the prestigious National Trust 

Octavia Hill Award for her services to National Parks. Yvonne spoke at 

the reception about the training and support she had received through 

the Mosaic project that enabled her to actively encourage her 

community to explore National Parks for the first time.  
 

"The Mosaic project has been instrumental in giving me the 

necessary training and events. After taking the Peak Wise 

People training on the history of the Peak District and the places 

of interest there, I was given £300 to organise an event for 10 

people or more. I ended up taking 25 people into the Peak 

District with that money, and have since organised over 30 other 

events for many people in my local community - including my 

little five year-old granddaughter."  
 

It was a huge privilege for us to walk through Westminster Hall where 

so many great people including Nelson Mandela have addressed 

Parliament, and where, in June, Aung San Suu Kyi, the Burmese civil 

rights leader, addressed both Houses. 

Peter Roberts 

MAKE IT A GIVE AND TAKE CHRISTMAS 
 

Many people will be out and about over the festive season, taking  

some exercise, taking the dog for a walk, taking a breath of fresh 

air, taking in the delights of the Forest, taking, taking, taking.  Why 

not make it a season of goodwill, a time for Give and Take? A 

good time to make someone a gift of NFA membership, perhaps 

your children or grandchildren, or maybe a friend, to encourage 

them to become involved in protecting the New Forest.  A time to 

give so that there will always be somewhere for the taking. 
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THE NEW FOREST ASSOCIATION  
at the New Forest Show 

 

- three glorious days in July  
 

Following the weeks of torrential rain during the run up to the New 

Forest Show this year, fears of a repeat of 2007 were running high. 

Visions of Her Majesty having to be pulled out of the sludge by tractor 

- or conveyed around the main parts of the Show via speedboat - 

fevered the brows of Show organisers. It was even rumoured that the 

first day might have to be cancelled altogether to give the ground the 

best possible chance of recovery. To avoid this however, a cunning plan 

was devised that no vehicles would be permitted off the tracks for a full 

two weeks prior to the show. A decision that paid off in spades, for 

whilst other county agricultural shows around the UK had to be 

cancelled, the New Forest Show went completely to plan and, in fact, 

all three days were so gloriously hot and sunny that the only real 

concern was whether or not gentlemen would be permitted to remove 

their jackets in the Royal 

presence...  
 

On the first day of the show 

however, proceedings were 

dominated by ‘rehearsals’ for the 

following day’s Royal visit, and, 

for the New Forest Association, the 

presentation of Life Membership to 

Ruth Chambers. Formerly of The 

Campaign for National Parks, and a 

valued friend and colleague, Ruth 

cheerfully describes herself as a “campaigner and public policy 

specialist... currently exploring the joys of freelancing with the Wildlife 

Trusts, the John Muir Trust, Ramblers Cymru” and “anyone else that 

needs a good policy brain and a cheeky sense of humour.”  
 

NFA Patron, Belinda, Lady Montagu presented Ruth with her 

certificate at the NFA Stand at New Forest Corner just in time for 

lunch, with National Park Authority CEO Alison Barnes joining in the 

photo shoot. 

Peter Roberts gets the presentation  

underway   Photo:  Mike Read 
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The stand itself had taken on a new ‘open plan’ look this year, 

encouraging visitors to stop by to look at books, pictures, postcards, 

and, on special offer, our price-capped programme for the Royal Visit 

to the Forest of 1979 - still standing at an inflation busting 75p. A cache 

of these had been discovered and given to the NFA for sale, and pretty 

much flew off the stand, with many visitors delightedly pointing to 

pictures and recognising friends, family, and on occasion, themselves, 

all 33 years younger. Our own Council Member, Richard Reeves, found 

a picture of himself, aged very small indeed, grinning atop a tiny pony, 

and clearly more interested in gurning at the camera than in the Queen 

in the foreground. 
 

Royal Wednesday arrived even more sweltering than Tuesday, and 

NFA Council members manning our stand melted in garden party garb 

and practised curtseys and how to shake the Royal hand (no crunching) 

in readiness for the arrival of Her Majesty and Prince Philip. Following 

his talk on the work of the NFA in The New Forest on Film tent, our 

chairman, Peter Roberts, looking dapper in linen (long trousers) was 

whisked off to the Member’s Enclosure with longest serving NFA 

member, Dionis McNair, for lunch in Her Majesty’s presence.  
 

He reported that: “The Queen’s arrival prompted cheers from the 

crowd, who were never far away for what was the last stage of her 

Diamond Jubilee tour. She chatted to the assembled Show Society 

workers before heading into the restaurant to enjoy duck parfait, salmon 

salad, and a tangy lemon pud. Her hosts were Mary Fagan (Lord 

Lieutenant of Hampshire), and Show President, Alan Titchmarsh.” 
 

Following lunch, the Royal Party continued their very long day (which 

 

Photo:  Mike Read 

 

National Park Authority  

CEO Alison Barnes  

joins Lady Belinda and Ruth  

to add her congratulations. 
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had started that morning on the Isle of Wight) by heading through the 

waiting throng to New Forest Corner, where The Queen planted the 

first of 59 oak trees planned. She was ably guided by NFA Council 

member David Humbert who also escorted her along the line of stands, 

including Riding for the Disabled, where she stopped for a few words 

before turning sharp right to visit the Commoners Defence Association. 

Sadly, this meant she missed the NFA stand completely. As the Royal 

Party faded from view, faces fell, glances were exchanged and 

shoulders were shrugged, but for those (such as myself) whose 6th sense 

had informed them not to go to the trouble of dressing up too much, 

there was at least some sense of exoneration.    
 

Much was down to timing, of course. Over at the Commoners stand 

they were waiting to present Her Majesty with a gift of two finely 

crafted riding whips, and the afternoon was fast slipping away.  

Inscribed: “Presented to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II by the 

Verderers and Commoners of the New Forest in celebration of Her 

Diamond Jubilee 2012”, the whips, one of which was ultimately 

destined for display at the Verderers Court in Lyndhurst, are made with  

antler from a Frame Wood fallow deer, blackthorn shafts from Sloden 

Wood and with leather crafted in the New Forest.  
 

All too soon, the Royal Party had to depart, but the buzz continued as 

staff  and  visitors excitedly  exchanged  anecdotes  from  the  day, and 

drinking in the Ringwood Brewery tent continued for many hours after 

the gates had closed on what had been a very special day indeed. 
 

Thursday provided a much gentler pace all round. Even down to the 

clear-up which became a leisurely and highly good humoured 

operation, completed in record time so that drinks could be taken in the  

 

 

 

 

It’s smiles all round as 

Michael Chilcott joins 

in the celebration. 

 
Photo:  Mike Read 
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Members Bar in the last, still baking hot, rays of the show.  
 

Honorary Secretary, Michael Chilcott reported that “during the 3 days 

we took over £300 and made 6 new members.” Not perhaps as much as 

is usually the case, but the Queen did provide something of a distraction 

for visitors who might normally have stopped by, but were intent on 

catching a glimpse of an English Sovereign instead. Still, after 60 years 

service to the country, she can probably be forgiven. 
 

Emma Blake 
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       A BUSY DAY AT THE SHOW 

Don’t forget that you can keep up-to-date with the NFA,  

and make your voice heard within it,  

through both Face book and Twitter. 
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NATIONAL PARK SOCIETIES CONFERENCE 2012 
 

The National Park Societies Conference was hosted this year by the 

South Downs Society (SDS) at the Falmer Campus of the University of 

Brighton, Friday 31st August – Sunday 2nd September. The SDS 

(formerly Society of Sussex Downsmen) was founded in 1923 and so 

has great expertise on which to draw, but the South Downs is the most 

recently designated National Park and the Society has spent much of 

the last couple of years getting to grips with the new system. Also the 

South Downs National Park boundary extends from Eastbourne to 

Winchester, a much greater area than the original 'Downsmen' were set 

up to protect.  
 

It was a memorable weekend. The weather was kind; very warm and 

sunny on Friday afternoon when several of us took a walk through the 

delightful, but now sadly cut-off village of Falmer and onto 

surrounding access land to 

witness some of the visual 

impact of recent planning 

decisions - in this instance, the 

American Express Football 

Stadium (AMEX) adjacent to 

the University. The land on 

which the stadium was built is 

just outside the National Park 

but in the original AONB before designation. I was aware that it had 

caused much local angst and, since I did not know the area before the 

development, felt I was not in a position to comment (there was also the 

strong possibility that I would be lynched!) but, in fact, I found the 

architecture of the stadium rather pleasing, with its elegant curves 

reflecting the surrounding rolling landscape of the Downs. 
 

The student accommodation was basic, but perfectly adequate, and the 

food in the Westlain restaurant on campus truly excellent. For the 

'special' Saturday evening meal we were transported to Brighton and 

the Al Duomo Italian restaurant near the Pavilion gardens, where we 

chose from a comprehensive menu, supped wine and were wonderfully 

entertained by 'Emily and the Hares' singing traditional Sussex folk 

songs. The singing trio received a £50,000 grant from the Heritage 
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Lottery fund to collect, record, perform and teach Sussex folk songs in 

their community. 
 

We were treated to presentations on sustainable transport and were most 

impressed by Norman Baker M.P. (Parliamentary Under Secretary of 

State for Transport) and his commitment to his brief, as well as the 

Managing Director of Brighton & Hove Bus Company, Roger French 

OBE, who has masterminded an astonishingly efficient bus service in 

the region. The South Downs is heavily populated, with more than 

110,000 inhabitants, and so it is easier to maintain such a system than in 

other, more sparsely populated Parks. We also heard about access land 

mapping projects, the current phase of the Mosaic project, and the 

future hopes of the Campaign for National Parks organisation following 

recent management 'shuffles'. 

There were field trips to Lewes - 

the largest town in any of 

Britain's National Parks; to a 

'typical' Downland farm and a 

walk from the historic village of 

Glynde across the Caburn. 
 

The SDS shares with NFA – and, 

as I know from talking to 

delegates at the conference, all 

other National Park Societies - similar problems of falling membership 

and declining revenue, and many conversations were had on how to 

remedy this. The solution, we collectively decided, was in education 

and social networking – face-booking, tweeting and whatever will soon 

follow – in order to engage younger generations and ensure a future for 

our Societies and Associations and, by extension, our National Parks. 

The NFA hosted the NPS conference in 2008 and as one of the 

organisers on that occasion I am fully aware of the amount of work 

involved in putting on an event of this kind. Our grateful thanks and 

sincere appreciation are extended to the organisers of the SDS for an 

informative and enjoyable conference. 
 

Georgina Babey 

 
 

.  
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THE EYRE COOTE MONUMENT  
AT ROCKBOURNE 

 

 

The Eyre Coote Monument is roughly midway between Rockbourne 

and Sandleheath to the north of the Forest.  It is listed Grade 11 and I 

see it from the high ground just before Rockbourne when on a walk 

from Martin Down.  It has a staircase and a viewing platform but is 

not open to the public.  It was erected to commemorate the lives of 

two Generals.  The Eyre family remains influential in the New Forest 

to this day.  Their most illustrious ancestors were an uncle and nephew 

both titled General Sir Eyre Coote and both of whom succeeded in 

embracing fame and disgrace. 
 

Eyre Coote the elder was born in Limerick and joined the 27th 

Regiment of Foot (Royal Inniskilling 

Fusiliers) in 1744 as an ensign.  In 

1746 after the defeat of the Royal 

troops by the Jacobites at Falkirk, 

Coote was one of several officers court

-martialed for cowardice in that they 

left the field of battle.  Although his 

defence, that he was seeking to save 

the colours from the marauding 

highlanders, appears to have been 

grudgingly accepted he was found 

guilty of a misdemeanor and was 

cashiered from the army.  He seemed 

to have little difficulty in later 

obtaining a captaincy in a regiment 

with family connections - the 39th.  Following that regiment's posting 

to India he rose through the ranks to become commander in chief of 

all British forces in India.  He campaigned successfully against French 

and natives, and his victory at the Battle of Wandiwash is considered a 

decisive turning point in the struggle for control between Britain and 

France. He was known by his sepoy troops as Coote Bahadur (Coote 

the Brave) and has a large memorial in the north transept of 

Westminster Abbey.   He died in 1783 and his Rockbourne estate 

Picture courtesy of Wikipedia 
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passed to his nephew, also General Sir Eyre Coote.   
 

He had purchased a commission in 34th Regiment of Foot of which his 

uncle was colonel and went on to serve gallantly in America (where he 

was taken prisoner of war), Europe and Egypt.  His conduct won the 

thanks of both Houses of Parliament.  From 1790—1798 he served as 

M.P. for Ballinakill in the Irish Parliament, and then for Maryborough 

until 1800.  He became Governor General of Jamaica in 1806 but 

returned to England two years later and subsequently became M.P. for 

Barnstable. 
 

In the New Year of 1815, he was awarded the Grand Cross of a Knight 

Commander of the Order of the Bath, but on 25th November that year 

he entered Christ’s Hospital School and offered some boys money for 

an opportunity to flog them. After that he asked them to flog him and 

rewarded them.  Caught by the school nurse, he was charged for 

indecent conduct, but acquitted after 

"donating" £1000 to the school.  

Nevertheless, a military inquiry 

followed and he was stripped of rank 

and honours in 1816.  He died in 1823 

and was buried in Rockbourne . 
 

The second Eyre Coote's widow was 

clearly generous of spirit and erected 

the monument in 1827 with a tablet 

inscribed  
 

“In affectionate remembrance of her 

husband and as a lasting memorial to 

commemorate the military 

achievements and private virtues of 

two generals whose brilliant exploits 

obtained the approbation of their 

sovereign and the thanks of their 

country.” 
 

Graham Baker 

 

Photo:  Graham Long 
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NEW FOREST BEAKER PEOPLE 
                       

It is not very wise to take the New Forest for granted, it has a way of 

hitting back. I should have taken a compass bearing from the boiling 

mound by the pond and across the heath to the gate leading into Slufters 

inclosure. The Ordnance Survey map shows an area of marshy ground 

between the pond and the gate, but thinking I remembered the way 

back, the inevitable happened and in I went. Hands and clothing were 

promptly stained “bog orange,” and it was easy to see why bodies 

recovered from various bogs are deeply tanned and red haired after 

centuries of immersion! 
 

Bronze Age Beaker people migrated from the Rhineland to Britain 

around 2,500 BC, many settling in southern England. Round burial 

mounds known as barrows dotting the Forest landscape are evidence of 

their presence here. The people were so named because of the bell 

shaped pottery beakers found in their barrows.  
 

The Bronze Age settlers were stocky and round headed, square jawed 

and heavily browed. They were farmers, potters and archers, wearing 

stone wrist guards to protect their arms from the bowstring, and later 

made the first woven garments in Britain. They also introduced 

alcoholic drink into the country, a type of honey based mead; and were 

the first metalsmiths, working in copper and gold, then in bronze, an 

alloy of copper and tin.  
 

The homes of the early settlers were circular, with hide, turf or thatched 

roofs, and their villages, which 

were linked by a series of 

trackways, were situated at a 

higher altitude due to a warmer 

climate at the time. 
 

It was around the middle or late 

Bronze Age (1,200-500 BC) that 

woodland clearance in the New 

Forest and the subsequent 

broadening of heathland began 

due to their pastoral life and the 

need for more grazing land. 

The remains of the boiling mound  

at Spring Bushes 
 

Photo:  Graham Long 
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Prior to the introduction of iron utensils, water for cooking food was 

heated by dropping hot flints into a large trough. When the flints were 

removed from the water they were thrown on three sides which, over 

many years, formed a crescent or kidney shaped embankment roughly 

15 metres across and about 1 metre high. An opening was left facing 

downslope of a spring to allow the flow of water into the trough. 

Boiling mounds as they were known, have been discovered around 

springs in the New Forest and where firm areas of land run up to the 

edge of Forest bogs. Calcined flints can still be found on boiling 

mounds. Sadly, many of the mounds were destroyed by forestry work in 

the 1960s and 1970s, and when access roads were built through the 

woods. 
 

They were a patriarchal warlike society, and it was during this period 

that the warrior chief gained importance. Of the bronze weaponry 

discovered, a sword found during excavations at Testwood Lakes is on 

display at the Heritage Centre at Eling, and is in an excellent state of 

preservation. The rivet marks which fastened the wooden handle to the 

blade are clearly shown, though the wood has disintegrated. In the 19th 

century a stone hammer was discovered in a New Forest barrow but, 

other than funerary urns containing 

charcoal and osseous remains, 

whatever else had been interred has 

long since disappeared. Cremations 

were believed to have taken place 

outside the barrow, and the urns 

placed inside at a later stage. The 

burial site of a round headed 

Bronze Age man known as the 

“Amesbury Archer” was 

discovered near Stonehenge several 

years ago. It was dated between 

2,400 to 2,200 BC, and among the artefacts interred with the skeleton 

were copper knives, stone wrist guards, a rare gold artefact and five 

beakers with plaited cord decoration. 
 

 

Pudding Barrow  

at the Roundhill camp site 
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Ancient religious sites have often been the focus of worship by 

successive waves of settlers. Although henges pre-dated the Bronze 

Age, it was a period which saw the building of many more stone circles. 

There are some two hundred Bronze Age barrows in the New Forest. 

Unfortunately many were damaged before the 20th century by treasure 

hunters and early archaeologists. The Forestry Commission in 

conjunction with English Heritage have restored twentyfive barrows 

using local materials, and have rebuilt the mounds to their original 

form.  
 

Many of the barrows on Beaulieu Heath were destroyed in 1941 when 

the airfield was built, but Pudding Barrow survived and is now 

protected from further erosion.  Situated at the Round Hill camp site, it 

can be reached from Stockley car park off the B3055 between 

Brockenhurst and Beaulieu, and is shown on the Ordnance Survey OL 

Explorer map, grid reference SU337018.  

Anne Biffen 
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PLANNING REPORT 
 

The Planning Committee continues to fight the slow retreat.  More difficult 

are the current Government policies that prioritise "kick starting" the 

construction industry and shift the emphasis away from regenerating town 

centres to building homes on green fields.  One effect has been NFDC's 

decision to earmark agricultural land close to the Forest for development.  

This, and the continuing trend for land to be used for recreational horse 

keeping, will put increasing pressure on the availability of back-up land for 

grazing.  The Government also has the belief that it is not the economic 

situation, but the planning process - identified as "red tape" - that is 

responsible for the building slow-down and is introducing new regulations, 

seemingly on a weekly basis, to relax rules.  Many of these do not apply to 

protected landscapes such as National Parks but some do and we are 

cooperating wherever possible with the National Park Authority and the 

Campaign for National Parks to ensure a coordinated response. 
 

The issuing of the National Planning Policy Framework means the Park 

Authority is obliged to revise its key planning document - the Core Strategy.  

This gives us the opportunity to seek changes.  Generally the 2010 policies are 

working well; NFA rarely disagrees with officers’ recommendations and 

nowadays the parishes are more likely to seek a relaxation than to complain an 

application should never have been granted.  Policies not working are those 

intended to provide affordable homes, homes below market price or rent, for 

local people.  NFA will seek the support of the defined village parishes for a 

change in policy so that all new homes are affordable. 
 

The Planning Committee also represents the NFA on the dreadful Recreation 

Management Strategy Working Group and its subcommittee, the Recreation 

Management Strategy Working Group Research Sub Group.  A new chairman 

and some new representatives have given the opportunity for a fresh start.  It 

does seem the dark days of NFA and Verderer isolation on the committees 

have gone and there is greater realisation that recreation in this open access 

area needs to be properly managed if damage is to be avoided and the essence 

of the Forest retained.  The jury is out on whether the RMSWG can actually 

become a force for good.  Further research into tranquillity and access has 

been agreed for which the NFA are committed to supply some manpower. 
 

Please contact me via our Hon. Secretary to discuss any of the matters above 

or any other planning matter such as camp sites and Pound Bottom closure, or 

if you want further information.  
 

email:  secretary@newforestassociation.org                              Graham Baker 
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CONSERVING FUNGI 
    

Recent reports of the discovery of ash dieback disease show the need for 

constant vigilance in the fight against pathogenic fungal diseases.  The anxiety 

raised by this new attack on our woodlands may tend to rub off as an attitude 

towards all fungi.  Such tar brushing would be a tragedy.  Fungi are vital to the 

ecological well-being of our planet and, while some may destroy, the vast 

majority simply make it possible for plants to exist at all.  If we lose our fungi, 

in a very real sense, we will lose our world. 
 

There is increasing need to conserve fungi in the wild, many of which are 

under threat from human predation.  That conservation effort needs to protect 

our open forest and public spaces but should equally embrace our church 

yards, private estates and domestic gardens.  To make available guidance 

about how to do this, the Fungus Conservation Forum has published two 

leaflets to assist property owners to manage their land in ways beneficial to 

fungi.                                           

“Grassland Gems:  

Managing lawns and pastures for fungi” 
 

and  
 

“Managing your land with fungi in mind” 
 

offer outline advice on how to maintain good 

grassland that is beneficial to fungi, what to 

avoid doing that will damage them, where to 

get advice and where to look for information 

to enable accurate recording of resident 

species, etc. 

 

 

 

Copies of the leaflets  

can be obtained from 
 

Plant Life 

14 Rollestone Street 

Salisbury 

Wilts  SP1 1DX 
 

01722 342730 

enquiries@plantlife.org.uk 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
 

 

Treacle Mines, Tragedies and Triumph:  

The Building of the Bournemouth Direct Line, 1883-88 

by Jude James 
Published by Natula Publications, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 1JD 

ISBN 9781897887936. Softback. 104pp. £14.95 
 

Whenever a new title by Jude James appears the 

potential reader can be assured that it will be an 

exemplary publication. It is a given that it will be 

well written, presented, researched and indexed, and 

that the subject matter will intrigue. Treacle Mines, 

Tragedies and Triumph recently published by 

Natula of Christchurch is no exception. The treacle 

of the title is the notorious yellow Barton clay which 

caused so many problems, especially in the Sway 

area, during the building of the Direct Line which 

runs between Brockenhurst and Christchurch. The 

construction of the line was fraught with difficulties 

from the outset. Firstly permission had to be sought 

from the Office of Woods, then from various rich 

and influential land owners along its proposed route and finally, of course, the 

Verderers. Then the railway line, deep revetments, bridges and culverts all had 

to be driven through the “utterly obnoxious” clay. As well as proving 

intractable, the clay was responsible for many accidents. Alfred Whitcher 

from Bashley was caught in a landslip and suffocated to death while his 

workmates tried desperately to extricate him. In all ten navvies, several from 

surrounding New Forest communities, lost their lives and others were severely 

injured. The author has drawn together so much information and skilfully 

explains the impact of the line, not only on the bereaved families of those lost, 

but also in terms of the landscape and social fabric of the New Forest in 

Victorian times. The book has left me with many images; the navvies stopping 

work and doffing their caps in respect as the funeral cortège of New Forest 

Shaker, Mary Ann Girling passes; Samuel Jenvey from Shirley Holmes being 

fined for stealing 5 pairs of bootlaces; and one of the early users of the line, 

the writer Flora Thompson, then living in Bournemouth, perhaps penning the 

first lines of Lark Rise in the railway carriage on one of her many trips to the 

Forest. 

Georgina Babey 
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From a New Forest Inclosure  

by Ian Thew 
 

Published by Burley Rails Publishing, Burley, Hants, BH24 14HT 

ISBN 97809570835 .. 4 vols. Softback.  

Each 46 - 58pp including advertisements. Each £5.99 

 

Ian Thew settled in Burley in the mid 1990s 

but waited some ten years before setting pen to 

paper in a series of monthly articles in the 

Burley Village Magazine that present a view of 

Forest life not commonly seen in print.  He is a 

country man who delights in the rural sports of 

fishing and shooting, holding formal 

practitioner qualifications for each. It’s no 

surprise, then, that both aspects appear in his 

observations, but the notes include much else. 
 

Some are domestically based anecdotes arising 

from the changing view out of his study window, the problems of 

moles, squirrels, crows and others, but  alongside these there’s a broad 

brush of information about the birds, animals, fungi, reptiles and 

plants that go to make up the Forest.  There’s a similar palette of 

instruction about the governance of the Forest and how it is cared for, 

and about its people and their ways.   
 

There are breathless passages that must surely have been written 

tongue in cheek, such as investing autumnal leaves with impish genes 

hell-bent on causing maximum disruption to anyone of a tidy 

disposition who is careless enough to live in the Forest.  Then there’s 

the local humour that adds spice from time to time, with the author 

offering himself as its butt on occasion.     
 

There is much to commend in these pages but this reviewer cannot 

help wondering whether, in view of the wider market sought, some             

re-arrangement of the material might have been to advantage, possibly  

consolidating it all into one volume at an appropriate price.                                                            

  

Graham Long 
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NEW FOREST ASSOCIATION 
www.newforestassociation.org 

 
 

Who’s Who & Contact Details 
 

 

Patron                        Belinda, Lady Montagu 

 
President                 Oliver Crosthwaite Eyre, Warrens Estate Office,   

                      Bramshaw, Lyndhurst, SO43 7JH    
                      Tel: 023 8081 3955    email: eyre@bramshaw.co.uk 

 

Chairman                 Peter Roberts, Sirius, Hatchet Close, Hale,  
                      Fordingbridge, SP6 2NF   Tel: 01725 514480 
                      email: chairman@newforestassociation.org 

 

Vice                           John Ward, 34 Avenue Road, Lymington, SO41 9GJ 
Chairman                  Tel: 01590 671205  email: johnontrike@yahoo.co.uk  
 

Hon.                         Michael Chilcott, Penny Cottage, Silver Street,  
Secretary                 Emery Down, Lyndhurst, SO43 7DX  Tel: 02380 282532 
                                   email: secretary@newforestassociation.org 
 

Hon.                           Brandy Gill  
Treasurer 

 

Council Members 
 

Mark Abbott, Emma Blake, Graham Baker, Geoff Barnes,  
Maureen Bromley-Smith, Clive Chatters, Jonathan Cox, Roly Errington,  
John Fawcett, Peter Frost, Eve Gillmon, Alan Goodfellow, David Humbert, 
Graham Long, Dionis Macnair, Edward Marris, Philip Marshall, Anne Millar, 
Timothy Moore, Leo Randall, Richard Reeves, Neil Sanderson, Brian Tarnoff,  
Jenni Tubbs, William Ziegler. 

 

Committee Chairmen 
 

Finance and General Purposes  -  Peter Roberts 
Land Management  -  Brian Tarnoff 
Planning  -  Graham Baker 

 

Newsletter  Graham Long, 12 Burgate Fields, Fordingbridge, SP6 1LR  

Editor           Tel:  01425 653718  email: grahamlong@waitrose.com  
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Just after midday in mid-September NFA Chairman Peter Roberts and his 

blind friend Linda Gaitskell reached the summit of Mount Kilimanjaro in 

Tanzania after a five day trek to raise funds for Parkinson’s UK.   Linda had 

lost a good friend Peter Flanagan to the disease and Peter’s sister Cathy has 

suffered from it for 15 years. 
 

Under the watchful eye of guide Colman Temba, the ascent proceeded at a 

slow pace to allow acclimatisation.  Linda was determined to reach the 

summit but the self-discipline required to get there necessitated sustained 

concentration.  Each step forward involved lifting her foot higher than others 

needed to, and closely following the instructions of her guide where to place 

her feet safely. 
 

Not surprisingly, Peter and Linda were exhausted by the time they reached the 

summit, but Peter still had enough energy to get out one of our NFA leaflets 

and to advertise the benefits of  NFA membership to those who had made the 

ascent with them.  The descent took three days, nearly three times as long as 

usual, a measure of the need to get Linda back down safely, ensuring a safe 

footing for her each step of the way.   
 

Linda and Peter funded this trip 

themselves and are grateful to all  

who gave them so much 

encouragement and support.  The 

trip has raised more than £2,600 for 

Parkinson’s UK.    

OUR 
CHAIRMAN 
SCALES 
THE 
HEIGHTS 
 

 

Linda and Peter on top of the 

world, and don’t they know it! 
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Published by the New Forest Association 
Founded 1867 and Registered Charity No. 260328. 

Opinions expressed in the NFA newsletter  
are not necessarily those of the New Forest Association. 

Contributions for the Spring 2013 issue  
should be sent via email to the Editor at grahamlong@waitrose.com 

Deadline: 31st January 2013. 

 

EMAIL ADDRESSES 
 

We are very grateful to many members who have supplied us with their 

email addresses.  You have given us a much improved way of contacting you 

speedily when necessary and of sending you reminders about forthcoming 

events.  If you are happy to be contacted in this way but have not yet given us 

your address, please let Michael Chilcott have it as soon as possible.  His 

email address is secretary@newforestassociation.org. Receipt of your details 

in response to this note will be taken as your consent for them to be included 

in the database.  Your details will not be disclosed to other organisations.   

MEMBERSHIP RATES FOR 2013 
Minimum Subscription Rates 

 

Ordinary member—payment by Bankers Order—£15 pa  
(Ordinary member—payment by cheque—£17 pa)  

Joint member £25 (£29)   Junior member £7.50 (£8.50) 
Life member £300  

Please consider paying by Bankers Order  
and, wherever possible, completing a Gift Aid Declaration 

For Bankers Order forms, please contact 

Juliet Lynn  
NFA Membership and Accounts  

14 Shrubbs Avenue, Lymington, SO41 9DJ  
  

 To download an application form  

please visit www.newforestassociation.org  


